
 Fulfilling potential

We are all very aware of the challenges

that pupils face in their secondary school life, the

increased demand of study, decisions about Higher

Education, work and voluntary

experience, can all add pressure to an often

already demanding schedule.

At Lord Derby Academy we ensure that the journey is as

supportive as possible.

We aim to :

 Provide the right opportunities

 There should be no ceiling on how many children in a

school are defined as highly able

 Work at a level beyond that expected for their age

group

 Provide a range of opportunities

 Lift barriers to learning that pupils may face

We are working towards achieving the NACE Challenge

Award. This is a national award for excellence. Schools

that are successful in gaining the award have high quality

provision for all pupils and high achieving pupils in

particular.

For further information or guidance

please contact:

Mrs L. Holme

Lead of Higher Achievers/NACE

louiseholme@lordderbyacademy.co.uk

Higher Achieving pupils 

at

Lord Derby Academy



 Teaching & Learning

As a school, we strive to ensure that pupils receive

consistent aspirational differentiated teaching. All pupils

benefit from regularly planned differentiated group work

as part of the curriculum. For our Higher Achievers, this

will include guided tasks with the class teacher,

independent group work at an appropriate level and

suitably challenging homework tasks. Individual provision

may be used on occasions for the small number of pupils

who demonstrate exceptional ability, or who require an

individualised programme to support their needs.

How can I support my child outside of the

classroom?
There are many practical steps that you can take to

support and nurture your child,

• Utilise the local library and the internet as learning and

research resources

• Visit museums, science centres, nature reserves and

art galleries

• Watch educational and current affairs programmes

such as the news, wildlife/nature programmes and

documentaries, and discuss them

• Read a quality national newspaper

• Discuss and debate topics, such as politics, the

environment and the media

• Discuss homework and schoolwork

• Take part in extra-curricular activities

 Outside the classroom opportunities

We feel it is vital for our all our pupils to enjoy a full and

rounded education and this means encouraging them to

take part in the many clubs and extra-curricular

opportunities on offer to explore and develop their talents.

Every December, we organise for our Ebacc Higher

Achievers to sit the Mensa Supervised IQ Test. Pupils

passing the test are considered as Exceptionally Able

pupils (top 2% of the pupil population). Passing the

Mensa test will not only stand out in the future on CVs

and university application forms, but it is also a great

confidence boost for our pupils. We have strong links with

a number of universities from the Russell Group as we

encourage higher achievers to aspire to attend university.

We reinforce this by taking them on university day trips

so that they can experience university life for themselves.

Pupils take part in university style tutorials, attend launch

and graduation trips at prestigious universities and

complete an extended project.

 How do we Identify Higher Achievers at

Lord Derby Academy?

At Lord Derby Academy, we acknowledge that

outstanding achievement may be demonstrated in a

particular subject area or more generally in areas across

the curriculum. Higher achievers will therefore fall into

two strands:

EBACC Higher Achievers

National curriculum tests at the end of Year 6 (SATs) are

administered in Mathematics, English reading and

English grammar, punctuation and spelling. Scores are

used to report the results of these tests with 80 being the

lowest score and 120 the highest score. Current Year 7

and 8 pupils who obtained an average score of 110+ in

Mathematics and Reading (including working at a greater

depth in Writing) at the end of Key Stage 2 are

considered as Ebacc Higher Achievers at Lord Derby

Academy.

Subject Specific Higher Achievers

At Lord Derby Academy, we also believe in the principle

that any pupil who excels in any given subject should be

regarded as a “Higher Achiever” within that subject area.

Departments are responsible for identifying pupils who

are excelling their subject area. We recognise that Higher

Achievers need additional challenge and stretch to

ensure they reach their fullest potential. We have a very

active programme for our Higher Achievers that operates

across all year groups to maintain learning momentum

and efficacy.


